
1Trace formulas for parameter-dependent pseudodi�erential operatorsGerd Grubb aaCopenhagen Univ. Math. Dept. Universitetsparken 5, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark. E-mailgrubbmath.ku.dkTrace expansions for operator families such as the resolvent, the heat operator and the complex powers areestablished for elliptic problems containing pseudodi�erential elements. We consider operators on closed manifolds,as well as operators on compact manifolds with boundary, where suitable boundary conditions must be added.It is found in general that one can obtain expansions, e.g. of the heat operator trace, in powers t� and power-logarithmic terms t� log t, and the stability of the coeÆcients under perturbations is discussed. A survey is givenof the methods relying on pseudodi�erential calculus that lead to these results.1. Introduction1.1. Trace expansions and geometric in-variantsOne of the ways to determine invariants of Rie-mannian manifolds is by showing trace expan-sions associated with elliptic operators on themanifold. Indeed, it has been known since thework of Minakshisundaram and Pleijel [MP49]that for a compact n-dimensional manifold Xwith boundary @X = X 0, the zeta-function�(AB ; s) = Tr [(AB)�s] of the Laplace{Beltramioperator A = �� on X with a boundary con-dition Bu = 0 at @X (such as the Dirichletcondition), de�ned for large Re s, extends mero-morphically to all of C with simple poles at (atmost) the points s = n�j2 , j 2 N (we writeN = f0; 1; 2; : : :g). The residues at these polescharacterize geometric properties of the manifold,cf. e.g. McKean and Singer [MS67], and, more re-cently, e.g. Branson and Gilkey [BG90], Gilkey[G95], Avramidi [A90], for more general cases.Instead of studying the powers A�sB , one mayequivalently study the resolvent and its deriva-tives @r�(AB��I)�1, or the heat operator e�tAB ,in their dependence on � (for �!1 in sectors ofC), resp. t (for t ! 0+). In fact, there are tran-sition formulas relating A�sB and e�tAB to eachother and to the resolvent (cf. e.g. Grubb andSeeley [GS96] or Grubb [G97] for details),A�sB = 1(s�1)���(s�r) i2� ZC �r�s@r�(AB � �I)�1 d�

= 1�(s) Z 10 ts�1e�tAB dt; (1)e�tAB = t�r i2� ZC0 e�t�@r�(AB � �I)�1 d�= 12�i ZRe s=c t�s�(s)A�sB ds; (2)which imply that there is an equivalence be-tween a statement on the poles of �(s)TrA�sB , anasymptotic expansion of @r�Tr (AB ��I)�1 in de-creasing half-powers powers of �, and an asymp-totic expansion of Tr e�tAB in increasing half-powers of t; the coeÆcients in these expansionsare closely related to the residues.Seeley [S69], [S690], and Greiner [G71] showedsuch expansions for general elliptic di�erential op-erator systems with di�erential boundary condi-tion. In particular, they lead to index formulas,in view of the general observationindexAB = Tr e�tAB�AB �Tr e�tABAB� : (3)New invariants came into the picture when See-ley in [S67] initiated the study of similar ques-tions for pseudodi�erential operators ( do's) A onclosed manifolds. As pointed out by Duistermaatand Guillemin [DG75], this leads to logarithmicterms in the expansions of the resolvent and heatoperator traces, corresponding to double poles of�(s)TrA�s.Related questions for manifolds with boundaryhave only been taken up fairly recently. Finite



2expansions are known for general pseudodifferen-tial problems from Grubb [G96] (and its �rst edi-tion from 1986), and [G92] gives a �nite expan-sion for the Atiyah{Patodi{Singer problem stop-ping at the index term. Full expansions for APS-problems were established by Grubb and Seeleyin [GS95], [GS96], and full expansions for rathergeneral pseudodi�erential boundary problems fordi�erential operators have been established in[G99].For other types of manifolds, we should alsomention the work of Br�uning and Seeley [BS91]and of Gil [G98] concerning operators on mani-folds with conical singularities, and the work ofLoya [L98] treating resolvents on manifolds withsingularities such as corners and edges.Underlying these studies is always a suitablecalculus of  do's depending on a parameter.Plan of the paper: This is a survey paper, present-ing published as well as new results. The prob-lems in dealing with parameter-dependent  do'sare recalled in Section 1.2. Chapter 2 is con-cerned with the boundaryless case. In Section2.1, we go through a calculus that generalizes thatof [GS95] in a way that allows the treatment ofcomplex powers of resolvents [GH01]. Section 2.2gives the application to full trace expansions withpowers and logarithmic terms. Chapter 3 is con-cerned with manifolds with boundary. First, weshow in Section 3.1 how the results for the bound-aryless case can be used in the treatment of theAtiyah{Patodi{Singer problem, including a newresult on the stability of the �rst half-integer log-term [G0100]. Next, we explain in Section 3.2 asystematic calculus for manifolds with boundary[G010] that englobes and extends the APS meth-ods. Finally in Section 3.3 we deal briey with acase that is not covered by [G010] and is neededfor the study of the noncommutative residue inthe Boutet de Monvel calculus [GS01].In each of these various theories, it is the appli-cations to full trace expansions that are in focus.1.2. Parameter-dependent calculiRecall that the Fourier transform[Ff ](�) = f̂(�) = Z e�ix��f(x) dx; (4)

with inverse[F�1g](x) = Z e+ix��g(�) d=�(where d=� = (2�)�nd�), turns a di�erential op-erator Dxj = �i@=@xj into the multiplicationby �j ; more generally with multi-index notation,D�x = D�1x1 � � �D�nxn is turned into multiplicationby ��. So a di�erential operator on Rn may bewrittenAf = Xj�j�ma�D�f = Z eix�� Xj�j�ma���f̂(�) d=�:This motivates the more general de�nitionof a pseudodi�erential operator ( do) P =OP(p(x; �)) on Rn, by the formula:Pf = OP(p(x; �))f(x) = Z eix��p(x; �)f̂(�)d=�:(5)When p is independent of x, this simply meansthatOP(p(�))f(x) = F�1�!x[p(�)(Ff)(�)]: (6)The formula (5) is a generalization:OP(p(x; �))f(x) = F�1�!x[p(y; �)(Ff)(�)]jy=x:The function p(x; �), called the symbol of the op-erator, need not be a polynomial in �. Insteadit may be taken in the standard symbol spaceSm(Rn �Rn), consisting of the C1 functionsp(x; �) such that@�x@�� p = O(h�im�j�j) for all �; � 2 Nn; (7)here we use the notationh�i = (1 + j�j2) 12 :For the di�erential operator A, the symbola(x; �) = Pj�j�m a�(x)�� is in Sm, m 2 N, butan advantage of  do's is that we can take the or-der m negative or noninteger. For example, since1�� has symbol 1 + j�j2, the inverse of 1�� isthe  do with symbol (1+ j�j2)�1 = h�i�2, and wecan de�ne the square root of 1�� as OP(h�i).The rules of calculus for  do's with sym-bols in the Sm-spaces are well-known, see e.g.H�ormander [H67], Seeley [S6900], Shubin [S78],



3H�ormander [H85] for various set-ups with localor global estimates in x.There is an important concept of asymptoticseries used here: When p 2 Sm0 and thereare symbols pj 2 Smj for a decreasing sequencemj ! �1 (where j !1 in N), we say thatp � Xj2N pj in Sm0 ifp� X0�j<J pj 2 SmJ for any J 2 N: (8)This does not at all mean that the series Pj pjconverges to p, only that for any J , the sum upto j = J � 1 di�ers from p by a symbol that hasthe next order of magnitude O(h�imJ ) (along withthe associated estimates of derivatives). This issimilar to the way Taylor's formula shows how aC1 function is close to a polynomial of a givenorder, in the way that the error term is of thenext order of magnitude.For any given sequence pj 2 Smj with mj &�1, one can construct a p such that (8) holds,by a generalization of the Borel construction of aC1 function with given Taylor coeÆcients.We call the symbols in Sm(Rn �Rn) classical(or one-step polyhomogeneous), when they haveexpansions in series of terms pm�j(x; �), j 2 N,that are homogeneous in � of degree m�j for j�j �1, such that p �Pj2N pm�j in Sm(Rn �Rn).A composition of two operators is very simplein the case of x-independent symbols:OP(p(�))OP(p0(�)) = F�1pFF�1p0F= OP(p(�)p0(�)):For general symbols, this holds in the �rst ap-proximation:OP(p(x; �))OP(p0(x; �)) = OP((p Æ p0)(x; �));wherep Æ p0 � pp0 + Xj�j�1 (�i)j�j�! @�� p @�x p0;= X�2Nn (�i)j�j�! @�� p @�x p0 in Sm+m0 : (9)

The formula, sometimes called the Leibniz prod-uct, is used in the construction of approximateinverses (parametrices) for elliptic operators. Iffor example a 2 Sm with a�1 2 S�m, thena Æ a�1 = 1� r for some r 2 S�1;so if we takea(�1) � a�1 Æ 1Xk=0 rÆk(where rÆk = r Æ r Æ : : : Æ r with k factors), thenwe �nd that a Æ a(�1) � 1. The symbol a(�1) iscalled a parametrix symbol; it de�nes an operatorsuch thatOP(a)OP(a(�1)) = 1 +R1;OP(a(�1))OP(a) = 1 +R2;with  do's R1 and R2 of order �1.In the study of resolvents one needs to carry outsuch parametrix constructions for symbols a��Icontaining the extra parameter � (and, notably,one needs a good control of how � interacts withthe other variables).Here it is remarkably more diÆcult to handlepseudodi�erential than di�erential operators.Let for example a(x; �) be homogeneous in � oforder m > 0 for j�j � 1, C1 and strongly elliptic:Re a(x; �) � cj�jm for j�j � c1;with c > 0. Let A = OP(a), then the resolventQ� = (A��I)�1 is de�ned for �� 2 R+ with j�jsuÆciently large. It is a  do with symbolq(x; �; �) = q�m(x; �; �) + q0(x; �; �);q�m = (a(x; �) � �)�1; q0 of order � �m� 1.Here �, or rather, � = (��) 1m , can be consideredas one more \cotangent variable" in addition to�1; �2; : : : ; �n, and q�m is homogeneous of degree�m in (�; �).More precisely, if A is a di�erential operator,then m is integer and a(x; �)�� = a(x; �)+�m ispolynomial in (�; �), hence homogeneous and C1in (�; �) 2 Rn+1+ , so q�m(x; �; �) is homogeneousof degree �m and C1 outside (�; �) = (0; 0). But



4if A is truly pseudodi�erential, the strictly ho-mogeneous version of the symbol a(x; �) will ingeneral have a lack of smoothness at � = 0 (its�-derivatives are bounded up to order � m only),so a(x; �) + �m will have this lack of smoothnesson the whole haline f(0; �) j � � 0g, and so willq�m. When we modify the strictly homogeneoussymbol in a bounded neighborhood of � = 0 tobe C1, the ensuing modi�cation of a(x; �) + �mtakes place in an unbounded set.This is also reected in the estimates of q�m.Here one has (for j�j � 1):D�� q�m = O(h(�; �)i�m�j�j); for j�j � m;D�� q�m = O(h(�; �)i�2mh�im�j�j); for j�j � m;where the estimate in the �rst line extends to all �if and only if a is polynomial in �. In the polyno-mial case one can apply the usual symbolic cal-culus, just in one more variable, getting simpleand straightforward results, whereas in the gen-eral case the fact that only the estimates up toorder � m are standard (the so-called regular-ity number is only m), gives severe trouble. Wegive in Chapter 2 below a de�nition of parameter-dependent symbol classes (more restrictive thanin [G96] but more general than in [GS95] and[L98]) that handles the problems with resolventsof  do's in an eÆcient way, leading to full traceexpansions.For boundary value problems there are similarphenomena. In the di�erential operator case, theresolvent parameter enters as another cotangentvariable, on a par with the others, whereas fora pseudodi�erential boundary operator ( dbo), aresolvent parameter, when considered as a cotan-gent variable, gives symbolic estimates where onlythe �rst �nitely many are \good". Again one canassign a regularity number to the operator andkeep track of it in the calculus, this was an impor-tant point in [G96], leading to trace expansionswith a �nite number of power terms (related tothe regularity number). In Chapter 3, we presentseveral cases of more delicate (and restrictive) cal-culi which allow complete trace expansions withpowers and logarithms.

2. Weakly polyhomogeneous pseudodi�er-ential operators2.1. Polyhomogeneous symbol classesWe here sketch a generalization of the symbolclasses introduced in [GS95], now allowing quasi-homogeneous symbols. It was inspired from read-ing Loya [L98], but is adapted to treat also e.g.complex powers of resolvents. A detailed presen-tation is given in Grubb and Hansen [GH01].Consider symbols p(x; �; �) that are C1 func-tions of x and � 2 Rn, � 2 � (a sector of Cnf0g).Let � 2 R+. We shall say that:p is strongly �-homogeneous of degree m,whenp(x; t�; t��) = tmp(x; �; �) (10)for j�j+ j�j 1� � 1; t � 1; (�; �) 2 Rn � (� [ f0g):p is weakly �-homogeneous of degree m,whenp(x; t�; t��) = tmp(x; �; �) (11)for j�j � 1; t � 1; (�; �) 2 Rn � �:Example 2.1. Let a(x; �) be C1 on Rn�Rnand homogeneous in � of degree r > 0 for j�j � 1,taking values in a closed sector C n �. Then for� 2 �, a(x; �)� � and (a(x; �) � �)�1 extend to:strongly r-homogeneous symbols of degree r,resp. �r, if r is integer and a is polynomial in �(it is the symbol of a di�erential operator);weakly r-homogeneous symbols of degree r,resp. �r, if a is not polynomial in � (it is thesymbol of a genuine  do).For example, when r = n = 2, then a(x; �) =�21 + �22 enters in the �rst case, anda(x; �) = (�41 + �42)=(�21 + �22) (for j�j � 1)enters in the second case, with � = C nR+.For the weakly �-homogeneous symbols, weneed extra conditions on the behavior when � islarge in comparison with �. Therefore we intro-duce the following symbol spaces:De�nition 2.2. Let m 2 R, � 2 R+.



5Sm;0� (Rn�Rn;�) consists of the C1 functionsp(x; �; �) that are holomorphic in � 2 �Æ forj(�; �)j � " (for some " > 0) and satisfy, with1� = z,@jzp(�; �; 1z ) is in Sm+�j(Rn�Rn) for 1z 2 �;with uniform estimates for jzj � 1;1z in closed subsectors of �: (12)Moreover, we set, for any Æ 2 C,Sm;Æ� (Rn�Rn;�) = �ÆSm;0� (Rn�Rn;�): (13)The indication (Rn�Rn;�) is often abbreviatedto (�).We have:Theorem 2.3. When a is as in Example 2.1,then for any N 2 N,(a(x; �)� �)�N 2 S�rN;0r (�) \ S0;�Nr (�):(a(x; �)� �)N 2 SrN;0r (�) + S0;Nr (�): (14)Moreover, if Æ 2 C with Re Æ � 0, then(a(x; �)� �)�N+Æ 2 S�rN;Ær (�) \ S0;�N+Ær (�);(a(x; �)� �)N+Æ 2 SrN;Ær (�) + S0;N+Ær (�): (15)One cannot in general obtain (14) for noninte-ger N .The �-independent symbols �t into the calculusas follows:Theorem 2.4. When a symbol p(x; �) of ordermis considered as depending on one more variable�, it lies in Sm;0� :Sm(Rn�Rn) � Sm;0� (Rn�Rn;�) (16)for any � � C, any � 2 R+.We set\m2RSm;Æ� (�) = S�1;Æ� (�);[m2RSm;Æ� (�) = S1;Æ� (�): (17)

The operators have good composition rules,since clearlySm;Æ� (�) � Sm0;Æ0� (�) � Sm+m0;Æ+Æ0� (�); (18)and since one can refer to the standard rules forSm symbol classes, which must here hold uni-formly in z as in (12). One �nds for examplethatP 2 OP(Sm;Æ� (�)); P 0 2 OP(Sm0;Æ0� (�))=) PP 0 2 OP(Sm+m0;Æ+Æ0� (�)) (19)and the resulting symbol is described by the usualformula:(p Æ p0)(x; �; �)� X�2Nn (�i)j�j�! @�� p(x; �; �) @�x p0(x; �; �) (20)in Sm+m0;Æ+Æ0� (�). This is an expansion in termswith decreasing m-exponents m + m0 � j, j !1 (j = j�j). Here we use asymptotic series asfollows:When pj 2 Smj;Æ� (�) for a decreasing sequencemj ! �1 (for j ! 1 in N), and p 2 Sm0;Æ� (�),we say that p �Pj pj in Sm0;Æ� (�) ifp�Xj<J pj 2 SmJ ;Æ� (�) for any J 2 N: (21)For any given sequence pj 2 Smj ;Æ� (�) with mj &�1, one can construct a p such that (21) holds.For the present special symbols there is anothertype of expansion that is of great interest:Theorem 2.5. When p 2 Sm;Æ� (Rn�Rn;�), thenthe limitsp(Æ;k)(x; �) = limz!0 1k!@kz (zÆp(x; �; 1z ))exist and belong to Sm+�k(Rn�Rn), and p hasan expansion in terms �Æ�kp(Æ;k)(x; �) such thatfor any N ,p(x; �; �) � X0�k<N �Æ�kp(Æ;k)(x; �) (22)2 Sm+�N;Æ�N� (Rn�Rn;�):



6 In the proof, one reduces to the case Æ = 0by multiplication by ��Æ . Then the expansion isessentially a Taylor expansion in z = 1� at z = 0;it exists because of the uniform estimates for z !0 in the sector.Note that in (22), the order of p(Æ;k) increaseswith increasing k, whereas the power of � de-creases. A very simple example is(j�j2 + �)�1 = ��1�1� j�j2� + j�j4�2 � : : :�:Corollary 2.6. When p 2 S�1;Æ� (�), the kernelK(x; y; �) of OP(p) has an expansionK(x; y; �) � Xk2N�Æ�kKk(x; y); (23)with Kk 2 C1:De�nition 2.2 contains no homogeneity require-ments, but we now de�ne a polyhomogeneoussubspace:De�nition 2.7. A symbol p 2 Sm0;Æ� (�) iscalled (weakly) �-polyhomogeneous of degreem0+�Æ, when p �Pj2N pj , with pj 2 Smj;Æ� (�),mj & �1 for j ! 1, j 2 N, such that the pjare weakly �-homogeneous of degreesmj+�Æ (cf.(11)).If the pj are in addition strongly �-homogeneous (cf. (10)), and@�x@�� @k��p�Xj<J pj� (24)= O(h(�; j�j 1� )im+�Re Æ�J�j�j��k);for all indices �; �; J , then p is called strongly�-polyhomogeneous.The �-polyhomogeneity is called classical (orone-step) when the sequence mj is of the formmj = m0 � j, j 2 N.Remark 2.8. One has in particular that clas-sical  do symbols in n + 1 cotangent variablesp(x; (�; �n+1)) give strongly 1-polyhomogeneoussymbols when �n+1 is replaced by �.

The type of parameter-dependence mentionedin Remark 2.8 was used by Agmon and by Agra-novi�c and Vishik in resolvent studies for dif-ferential operators; for  do's this is the kindof parameter-dependence studied e.g. in Shubin[Sh78] and other works. It is a mild generaliza-tion that does not cover resolvents (P��I)�1 andparabolic operators such as @=@t + P when P istruly pseudodi�erential (as treated e.g. in [G96]).The operators behave in a standard way undercoordinate transformations, so they can also bede�ned to act on sections of smooth vector bun-dles over smooth manifolds.2.2. Applications to kernel and trace ex-pansionsBoth the expansion in Theorem 2.5 and the ex-pansion in De�nition 2.7 enter in the proof of:Theorem 2.9. Let p 2 Sm0;Æ� (�) be weakly �-polyhomogeneous as in De�nition 2.7, and as-sume furthermore that the pj with mj � �n areintegrable with respect to � for each �. ThenOP(p) has a continuous kernel Kp(x; y; �) withan expansion on the diagonalKp(x; x; �) � 1Xj=0 cj(x)�Æ+mj+n�+ 1Xk=0[c0k(x) log �+ c00k(x)]�Æ�k ; (25)for j�j ! 1, uniformly for � in closed subsectorsof � (j�j � 1). The coeÆcients cj(x) and c0k(x)(with k = �mj+n� ) are determined by pj(x; �; �)for j�j � 1 (in particular, they are \local"), whilethe c00k(x) in general depend on the full symbol(are \global").The proof, given in [GH01], is a straightforwardextension of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [GS95].A brief explanation in local coordinates: One usesthe general principle that \remainders contributeto c00k terms," by Corollary 2.6. The pj contributewithKpj (x; x; �) = ZRn pj(x; �; �) d=�= Zj�j�j�j 1� pj d=� + Zj�j�1 pj d=� + Z1�j�j�j�j 1� pj d=�



7= I1 + I2 + I3; (26)where I1 gives a power term (part of the cj term),I2 contributes to the c00k terms, and I3 gives therest of cj , and c0k with k = �mj+n� if this is aninteger � 0, plus some contributions to the c00kterms. One has of course to show that the con-tributions to the c00k pile up in a controlled way.When the operator acts on a compact bound-aryless manifold, integration of Kp(x; x; �) (of its�ber trace if P acts in a vector bundle) in x givesa similar expansion of the trace of the operator:Corollary 2.10. Let P be a �-dependent  doacting on the sections of a smooth vector bundleover a compact manifold X of dimension n, withsymbol satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.9in local coordinates. Then it is trace-class, thetrace satisfyingTrP � 1Xj=0 cj�Æ+mj+n� + 1Xk=0[c0k log�+c00k ]�Æ�k;(27)for j�j ! 1, uniformly for � in closed subsec-tors of �. The coeÆcients are derived from thosein (25) for coordinate patches by integrating the�ber traces over X .The result applies in particular to expressionscontaining a resolvent power:P (�) = S(A� �I)�N ; (28)where A is a classical elliptic  do of positive or-der m acting in a vector bundle over a compactboundaryless manifold X of dimension n, withprincipal symbol am(x; �) having no eigenvalueson R�, S is a classical  do of order � actingin the bundle, and N is chosen so large that� �Nm < �n. Since@r�(A� �I)�1 = r!(A � �I)�1�r; (29)this also pertains to expressions with a di�eren-tiated resolvent S@r�(A� �I)�1.By use of (14) one �nds that for a narrow sec-tor � around R�, the symbol is in S��Nm;0m (�)\S�;�Nm (�) and weaklym-polyhomogeneous. ThenTheorem 2.9 and its corollary apply. The kernelsatis�es on the diagonal:K(x; x; S(A� �I)�N ) �X1j=0cj(x)�n+��jm �N

+ 1Xk=0(c0k(x) log �+ c00k(x))��N�k ; (30)for j�j ! 1, uniformly in closed subsectors of �.Consequently, one has for the trace:TrS(A� �I)�N �X1j=0cj�n+��jm �N+ 1Xk=0(c0k log �+ c00k)��N�k (31)(by integration of the �ber traces over X).If S is a di�erential operator (in particular ifS = I), then c00(x) = 0 and the complete coeÆ-cient of ��N is locally determined (by a general-ization of the proof of this point in [GS95], Th.2.7).In view of (29) and the general transition for-mulas (1), (2), we then also get trace expansionsfor the following operator families:Tr�Se�tA� � 1Xj=0 ~cjt j�n��m+ 1Xk=0(�~c0k log t+ ~c00k)tk; (32)�(s)Tr�SA�s) � 1Xj=0 ~cjs+ j�n��m � Tr(S�0(A))s+ 1Xk=0� ~c0k(s+ k)2 + ~c00ks+ k�: (33)For (32), it is required that the eigenvalues of theprincipal symbol of A have positive real part; (32)is considered for t ! 0+. In (33), the sign \�"indicates that the left hand side is meromorphicfor s 2 C with pole structure as in the right handside; here �0(A) is the orthogonal projection ontothe zero eigenspace of A. The constants ~c�k arerelated to the c�k by universal factors.Finally, let us mention a new type of result,made possible by the introduction of the presentsymbol class allowing noninteger Æ:Theorem 2.11. Let m 2 R+, � 2 R and s 2C. Consider P (�) = S(A � �I)�s, where A is



8a classical elliptic  do of order m acting on thesections of a smooth vector bundle over a compactmanifoldX of dimension n, with principal symbolhaving no eigenvalues on R�, S is a classical  doof order �, and s satis�es Re s > (n+�)=m. Thenfor � in a sector � around R�, the symbol of Pis in S�;�sm (�) (and in S��Re sm for each �) andweakly m-polyhomogeneous. The kernel satis�eson the diagonal:K(x; x; S(A � �I)�s) �X1j=0cj(x)�n+��jm �s+ 1Xk=0(c0k(x) log �+ c00k(x))��s�k ; (34)for j�j ! 1, uniformly in closed subsectors of �.Consequently, one has for the trace:TrS(A� �I)�s �X1j=0cj�n+��jm �s+ 1Xk=0(c0k log�+ c00k)��s�k : (35)The proof uses (15); details are given in [GH01].3. Operators on manifolds with boundary3.1. First-order di�erential operators onmanifolds with boundaryResolvents and other operator families can also bestudied for operators on manifolds with bound-ary. In the case of elliptic di�erential operatorswith di�erential boundary conditions, there arethe fundamental studies of Seeley [S69], [S690] andGreiner [G71] that show how trace expansions ofthe resolvent or heat operator can be obtainedwith purely power terms (no logarithms), and ac-cordingly just simple poles in the expansion cor-responding to (33).Again, the problem is more complicated whenpseudodi�erential elements enter. A prominentcase that has been the focus of much attention isthe Atiyah{Patodi{Singer problem, that we shallbriey recall:Let X be a compact C1 n-dimensional mani-fold with boundary X 0 and let D be a �rst-orderelliptic di�erential operator on X ;D : C1(X;E1)! C1(X;E2); (36)

where E1 and E2 are N -dimensional Hermitianvector bundles over X .The restrictions of the Ei to the boundary X 0are denoted E0i. We assume that a normal co-ordinate xn has been chosen in a neighborhoodXc of the boundary X 0 such that the points arerepresented as x = (x0; xn) there with x0 2 X 0,xn 2 [0; c[ , the Ei are isomorphic to the pull-backs of the E0i there, and there is a normalderivative @xn . X 0 is provided with the volumeelement v(x0; 0)dx0 induced by v(x0; xn)dx0dxn onXc, which we view as Xc = X 0 � [0; c[.D can be represented on Xc asD = �( @@xn +A1); (37)where � is a homeomorphism from E1jXc to E2jXcand A1 is a �rst order di�erential operator thatacts in the x0 variable at xn = 0. A1jxn=0 has theprincipal symbol a01(x0; �0). With the notationju = (�i@xn)jujxn=0; (38)we have Green's formula for D, for the sections uof E1 and w of E2 in the Sobolev space H1,(Du;w)X � (u;D�w)X = �(�0u; 0w)X0 : (39)De�nition 3.1. 1Æ We say that D is \of Dirac-type" when � is a unitary morphism, andA1 = A+ xnP1 + P0; (40)where A is an elliptic �rst-order di�erential oper-ator in C1(E01) which is selfadjoint with respectto the Hermitian metric in E01, and the Pj aredi�erential operators of order � j.2Æ The product case is the case whereD is of Dirac-type and, moreover, v(x)dx =v(x0; 0)dx0dxn on Xc, � is constant in xn, andP1 = P0 = 0.As explained in [G92], p. 2036, unitarity of �in (37) can be obtained by a simple homotopynear X 0, whereas the assumption on A1 in 1Æ isan essential restriction in comparison with arbi-trary �rst-order elliptic systems; it means thatthe principal symbol a01(x0; �0) of A1 at xn = 0is Hermitian symmetric. P1 and P0 can be takenarbitrary near X 0, but for larger xn, P1 is subjectto the requirement that D be elliptic.



9When 1Æ holds, a01(x0; �0) equals the principalsymbol a0(x0; �0) of A. Along with A one con-siders the orthogonal projections ��;�>;��;�<and �� onto the closed spaces V�; V>; V�; V< andV� spanned by the eigenvalues of A in L2(E01)that are � 0; > 0;� 0; < 0 resp. = �. (Since Ais selfadjoint and elliptic of order 1, it has a dis-crete spectrum consisting of eigenvalues of �nitemultiplicity going to �1.) These projections areclassical  do's of order 0; �� is of order �1.Atiyah, Patodi and Singer considered in[APS75] the product case. This case is alsostudied e.g., in [GS96], [BW93], [BL99], [W99],whereas the case where only 1Æ holds is studiedin [G92], [GS95] and other works. Cases wherenot even 1Æ holds are studied systematically in[G99].The problem considered in [APS75] was theboundary value problemDu = f on X; ��0u = 0 on X 0; (41)with D of Dirac-type, in the product case. Thisboundary condition (and slight modi�cations of�� by �nite dimensional eigenprojections) is of-ten called the spectral boundary condition. Onecan also replace �� by the exact Calder�on pro-jector C+ associated with D, as e.g. in [BW93],[W99]; it di�ers from �� by a  do in X 0 of order�1 in the product case ([G99], Prop. 4.1).As shown in [G99] (with reference to [S6900]),on may replace �� by much more general clas-sical pseudodi�erential 0-order projections B inE01, adapted to a general elliptic �rst-order D,such that the problemDu = f on X; B0u = 0 on X 0; (42)still de�nes a Fredholm operator DB (the so-called well-posed boundary conditions). Typi-cally, B can be of the form B = �� + ��Q�<with a zero-order  do Q, and lower-order pertur-bations can be added.In all these cases (most generally in [G99]) wehave obtained trace expansions of the formTr('e�tDB�DB ) � X�n�k<0 aktk=2+ 1Xk=0(ak log t+ a0k)tk=2, for t! 0; (43)

with the associated expansions of resolvents andof power operators; here ' is a morphism in E1.(Note that the notation di�ers slightly from thatin (32); there is only one in�nite series.)Let us give a quick explanantion of the generalstrategy. One can write the resolvent in the form(D�BDB � �I)�1 = Q�;+ +K�S�T�;where Q� is a  do representing (D�D��I)�1 onan open manifold eX � X , Q�;+ is its truncationto X , K� is a Poisson operator going from X 0 toX and T� is a trace operator going from X to X 0(more about such operators in Section 3.2 below),and S� is a  do on X 0 containing the particularinformation connected with the boundary condi-tion. The resolvent derivatives @r�(D�BDB��I)�1have a similar form (cf. (29)). Then (for r so largethat the operator is trace-class) one �nds by cir-cular permutationTrX('@r�(D�BDB � �I)�1)= TrX('@r�Q�;+) + TrX('@r�(K�S�T�))= TrX('@r�Q�;+) + TrX0@r�(T�'K�S�); (44)where the diÆcult term is turned into the traceof a  do on the boundary. The trace of '@r�Q�;+is well-known (has an expansion like in (31) with-out the log-terms), and the operator on X 0 istreated by use of our weakly parametric calcu-lus for  do's, giving an expansion with powersand logs. Taken together, they lead to (43).An important question in this connection iswhat the value of the coeÆcients are, and howthey reect the geometry of the problem. In[GS96], the coeÆcients in the product case withspectral boundary condition were described interms of the zeta and eta functions of A. In thenon-product case in a natural setting with spec-tral boundary condition, the �rst three terms in(43) for n � 3 were determined by Dowker, Gilkeyand Kirsten in [DGK99] (moreover, the latter twoauthors have recently determined the next termin the case n � 4).A basic information is of course whether someof the coeÆcients in (43) vanish under suitablecircumstances. Here are some results to that ef-fect:



10It is known, �rst from [G92] for spectral bound-ary conditions in the case of De�nition 3.1 1Æ, andthen for increasingly general cases (including thecondition with B = C+ in the product case [G99],for odd n [W99], see moreover [G01]), that a0 van-ishes when ' = I . The coeÆcient a00 \behind" a0is of great interest; it is global and contains theeta invariant of A.For the product case with a spectral bound-ary condition, much more was shown in [GS96]:When n is odd, all the log-coeÆcients ak withk > 0 vanish. When n is even, the log-coeÆcientswith k even > 0 vanish (so there are only higherorder log-terms of the form c tl+ 12 log t, l 2 N).The question of whether the remaining log-coeÆcients are generically nonzero was answeredin the aÆrmative by Gilkey and Grubb in [GG98].We have recently (in [G0100]) considered pertur-bations of the product case, in order to �nd outto what extent the logarithmic terms preservetheir properties. The �rst half-integer log-terma1t1=2 log t in (43) has in the product case, when'(x0; xn) = '0(x0) on Xc, the coeÆcienta1 = ���1c1('0; A2) (45)according to [GS96], where c1 is the coeÆcient oft1=2 in the heat trace expansion for A2 on X 0:Tr('0e�tA2) � 1Xk=1�n ck('0; A2)tk=2 (46)(ck('0; A2) = 0 for k � n + 1 odd). When n isodd, c1('0; A2) = 0, and when n is even, it isgenerically nonzero (cf. [GG98]). In [G0100] weshow the following new result:Theorem 3.2. Let D0 be as in De�nition 3.1 2Æand let D be a perturbation where A is replacedby A+ xnP1 near X 0, P1 a �rst-order tangentialdi�erential operator. Let B0 = �� and B =��+S with S a classical  do of order � �n� 1.Let '(x0; xn) = '0(x0) for xn 2 [0; c[ . Then thecoeÆcient a1 in (43) is the same for D0B0 and DB .When n is odd, it is zero; when n is even, it is asin (45), (46), generically nonzero.For perturbations A + xnP1 + P0 with P0 6= 0there does not seem to be a similar stability.

Let us �nally mention that when only theboundary condition is perturbed, there is thefollowing phenomenon, formulated explicitly in[G01] on the basis of results from [G99]:Theorem 3.3. When B is replaced by B0 = B+S with S of order �J � �1, then the coeÆcientsak in (43) are the same for DB and DB0 for k �J � n.There are similar results on trace expansionsfor DBe�tDB�DB , corresponding to the eta func-tion Tr(DB(DB�DB)�s).3.2. Pseudodi�erential boundary opera-torsTo address the same questions for more generalboundary value problems connected with pseu-dodi�erential operators, we begin by recallingsome elements of the Boutet de Monvel calculus[BM71] of boundary problems.First let us describe the model case, concernedwith operators on the half-axis R+. The variableis denoted xn. We denote by r� the restrictionoperators from distributions onR to distributionson R�, and we denote by e+ the \extension byzero" operator (applied to functions on R+):e+f(xn) = f(xn) if xn > 0;e+f(xn) = 0 if xn < 0; (47)with a corresponding de�nition of e�. Out of theSchwartz space S(R) of rapidly decreasing C1functions we construct the spacesS� = S(R�) = r�S(R);_S = e+S+ _+e�S� _+C[Æ0]; (48)here C[Æ0] indicates the \polynomials" in Æ0,i.e., linear combinations of derivatives of Æ,P0�j�k �j@jÆ. The Fourier transformed spacesare denotedH+ = Fe+S+;H� = F(e�S� _+C[Æ0]) = H��1 _+C[�n]; (49)H = F _S = H+ _+H�:



11A constant-coeÆcient  do P = OPn(p(�n)) ofinteger order m on R is said to satisfy the trans-mission condition when p(�n) 2 H. Another de-scription is that p has an asymptotic series devel-opment p(�n) �Pm�j>�1 sm�j�jn, in the sensethat@k�nh�lnp(�n)� Xm�j>m�N sm�j�j+ln iis O(h�nim+l�k�N )for all indices k; l; N 2 N. A third description isthat �mp(��1) extends from � > 0 and � < 0 tobe C1 at � = 0. Cf. e.g. [G96], Sect. 2.2.When p is of this kind, the truncated  do P+,de�ned on functions on R+ byP+u = r+Pe+u; (50)maps S+ into S+ (no singularities arise at xn =0).Besides the standard trace operators (38), weintroduce trace operators of class 0; for functionsu on R+ they are mappingsT = OPTn(~t) : u(xn) 7! Z 10 ~t(xn)u(xn) dxn (51)with ~t(xn) 2 S+; more generally, a trace operatorof class r � 0 is an operator of the formT1u = X0�j�r�1 sjju+ Tu (52)with T as in (51). Such operators map functionson R+ into numbers. There is another (dual)type of mappings going the other way; the Pois-son operators (in some texts called potential op-erators)K = OPKn(~k) : v 7! ~k(xn)v (53)with ~k(xn) 2 S+. Finally, there is an operatortype from functions on R+ to functions on R+,called a singular Green operator (s.g.o.). DenoteS++ = S(R2++) = r+xnr+ynS(R2); (54)R2++ = R+ �R+. A singular Green opera-tor of class 0 is an integral operator with kernel~g(xn; yn) 2 S++,Gu = OPGn(~g)u = Z 10 ~g(xn; yn)u(yn) dyn: (55)

A general s.g.o. G1 of class r � 0 is of the formG1u = X0�j�r�1Kjju+Gu; (56)where the Kj are Poisson operators and G is asingular Green operator of class 0 as de�ned in(55).These are the basic ingredients in the calcu-lus. In more generality, one allows xn-dependencein the symbol p of P , and one de�nes operatorsrelative to Rn+ by letting the operators act inthe tangential variables x0 = (x1; : : : ; xn�1) aspseudodi�erential operators and in the normalvariable xn as described above. Then the func-tions p, ~t, ~k, ~g are taken to depend moreover on(x0; �0) 2 R2(n�1). For our purposes, we further-more let the functions depend on a parameter �.Denoting the  do de�nition with respect to x0by OP0 (cf. (5)), we then get operators de�nedrelative to Rn+:Truncated  do's:OP (p(x; �; �))+ = OP0OPn(p(x; �; �))+;trace operators of class 0:OPT(~t(x0; xn; �0; �))= OP0OPTn(~t(x0; xn; �0; �));Poisson operators:OPK(~k(x0; xn; �0; �))= OP0OPKn(~k(x0; xn; �0; �));s.g.o.s of class 0:OPG(~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �)) (57)= OP0OPGn(~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �)):The de�nition of trace operators and s.g.o.s is ex-tended to class > 0 as in (52), (56).Example 3.4. As a simple and important ex-ample de�ning a Poisson operator, we mention~k(xn; �0; �) = e�j(�0;�)jxn with � 2 R+; hereOPK(e�j(�0;�)jxn) is the solution operator for theDirichlet problem(�2 ��)u(x) = 0 on Rn+; u(x0; 0) = v(x0): (58)



12A crucial question for a parameter-dependentcalculus is now how to prescribe the dependenceon all symbolic variables x0; �0; xn; yn; � taken to-gether, in order to get operators with the prop-erties we want. We shall here only deal with 1-polyhomogeneity (the case � = 1 in De�nition2.2), where � enters in homogeneity considera-tions with the same power as �0.The calculus may be explained in another way(the \complex formulation") where the Fouriertransform in xn plays a great role. This in-volves some complicated spaces of holomorphicfuntions of �n, de�ned in terms of H and H�(49), that we want to keep out of the presenta-tion here. On the other hand, in the complexexplanation, �n enters in the homogeneities ofsymbols in the same way as the other variables�0; �, whereas in the present \real formulation",xn and yn enter in the functions ~t, ~k, ~g (calledthe symbol-kernels) in a quasi-homogeneous wayoppposite to that of (�0; �). (For example, thesymbol k = Fxn!�ne+~k of the operator describedin Example 3.4 is k(�; �) = (j(�0; �)j + i�n)�1,which is homogeneous of degree �1, whereas thesymbol-kernel ~k(xn; �0; �) = e�j(�0;�)jxn has a cer-tain quasi-homogeneity.)We shall now let the symbol spaces de�ned inDe�nition 2.2 be based on x0 2 Rn�1 and takevalues in a Banach space B, consisting e.g. offunctions of xn 2 R+. We let � = 1 and leaveit out of the notation, we denote the parameterby �, and we replace Æ by an integer d. Now weneed to take powers of j(�0; �)j into the de�nition.To smooth out the behavior near (�0; �) = 0, it isconvenient to replace j(�0; �)j by [(�0; �)]; here [x]denotes a C1 function of x 2 RN satisfying:[x] = jxj for jxj � 1; [x] 2 [ 12 ; 1] for jxj � 1: (59)Note that [(�0; 1z )] = j(�0; 1z )j for jzj � 1, and thatj(�0; 1z )j = j(�0; �)j = j�j j(�0=�; 1)j= j�j h�0=�i = jzj�1hz�0i; when � = 1z : (60)[(�0; �)] is also written [�0; �]; it will in the fol-lowing be denoted � (as in [G96]), so from nowon,� = [�0; 1z ] = [�0; �]; with � = 1z : (61)

De�nition 3.5. Let m 2 R, d and s 2 Z.Then Sm;0;0(Rn�1�Rn�1;�; B) consists of theC1 functions p(x0; �0; �) valued in B which sat-isfy, with 1� = z,@jjzjp(�; �; 1z ) 2 Sm+j(Rn�1�Rn�1; B) for 1z 2 �;with uniform estimates for jzj � 1;1z in closed subsectors of �: (62)Moreover, we de�neSm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1;�; B)= �d[(�0; �)]sSm;0;0(Rn�1�Rn�1;�; B): (63)The indication (Rn�1�Rn�1;�; B) will oftenbe abbreviated to (�; B). Keeping the identi�ca-tion of � with 1z in mind, we shall also say thatp(x0; �0; 1z ) lies in Sm;d;s(�; B).We have left the requirement of being holo-morphic in � 2 �Æ out of the de�nition since� = [�0; �] is not so (one could instead work with avariant of � that is holomorphic on suitable sec-tors, as in [G96], (A.200){(A.2000)). The symbolis assumed C1 in � 2 � considered as a subsetof R2. Moreover, we write @jzj (instead of @z),since it is a control of the radial derivative that isneeded (uniformly when the argument of z runs ina compact interval), and we shall in the followinglet jzj enter as a real parameter.To de�ne symbol-kernels for the boundary op-erators, we use the cases B = L1(R+) andB = L1(R2++), with variables xn or un, resp.(xn; yn) or (un; vn); these variables will then bementioned in the detailed description of the func-tion.De�nition 3.6. Let m 2 R, d and s 2 Z.1Æ The space Sm;d;s(Rn�1 � Rn�1;�;S+)(briey denoted Sm;d;s(�;S+)) consists of thefunctions ~f(x0; xn; �0; �) in C1(Rn�1 � R+ �Rn�1��) satisfying, for all l; l0 2 N,hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(x0; jzjun; �0; 1z )2 Sm;d;s+1(Rn�1�Rn�1;�; L1;un(R+)) (64)



13(equivalently, uln@l0un ~f(x0; jzjun; �0; 1z ) belongs to2 Sm;d+l�l0;s+1�l+l0(�; L1;un(R+))).2Æ The space Sm;d;s(Rn�1 � Rn�1;�;S++)(briey denoted Sm;d;s(�;S++)) consists of thefunctions ~f(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) in C1(Rn�1�R2++�Rn�1��) satisfying, for all l; l0; k; k0 2 N,hz�0il�l0+k�k0uln@l0unvkn@k0vn ~f(x0; jzjun; jzjvn; �0; 1z )2 Sm;d;s+2(Rn�1�Rn�1;�; L1;un;vn(R2++)):(65)In detail, the statement in (64) means that forall j,k@jjzj(zd��s�1hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(x0; jzjun; �0; 1z ))kL1_� h�0im+j ; (66)with similar estimates for derivatives @��0@�x0 withm replaced by m� j�j. There is a related expla-nation of (65). We here use _� to indicate \� aconstant times"; also _� will be used, and _= isused when both _� and _� hold.The third index s is included to keep track offactors � in a manageable way. When s = 0, wemay lave it out of the notation. For the traceformulas later on, it is important to know thatwe always have inclusions (in view of (14)):Sm;d;s � Sm+s;d;0 \ Sm;d+s;0 if s � 0;Sm;d;s � Sm+s;d;0 + Sm;d+s;0 if s � 0; (67)for S- as well as for S-spaces.In applications, the symbols will often be as-sumed to be holomorphic in � for � 2 �Æ withj(�0; �)j � " (some " > 0); such symbols are calledholomorphic in �, and this property is preservedin compositions.De�nition 3.7.1Æ The functions in Sm;d;s(�;S+) are thePoisson symbol-kernels and trace symbol-kernels of class 0, of degree m + d + s, in theparametrized calculus.2Æ The functions in Sm;d;s(�;S++) are the sin-gular Green symbol-kernels of class 0 anddegree m+ d+ s in the parametrized calculus.

One also de�nes subspaces of these symbol-kernel spaces, consisting of the functions thatare series of terms with decreasing m-index andquasi-homogeneity in (xn; �0; �) or (xn; yn; �0; �)(the Fourier transformed terms will be truly ho-mogeneous in (�n; �0; �) resp. (�n; �n; �0; �) forj�0j � c > 0). These symbol-kernels are called(weakly) polyhomogeneous.Remark 3.8. By Fourier transformation inxn of the functions extended by 0 for xn <0, Sm;d;s(�;S+) is carried over into the spaceSm;d;s(�;H+) of Poisson symbols of degreem + s + d, and co-Fourier transformation (for-mula (4) with minus replaced by plus) gives thespace Sm;d;s(�;H��1) of trace symbols of class0 and degree m+ s+ d.By Fourier transformation in xn and co-Fourier transformation in yn of the functions inSm;d;s(�;S++) extended by 0 for xn < 0; yn < 0,we get the space Sm;d;s(�;H+
̂H��1) of singularGreen symbols of class 0 and degree m+d+s.The explanation for the +1 resp. +2 in the s-index in (64) resp. (65) is that with this choice,m + d + s is consistent with the top degree ofhomogeneity in the Fourier transformed situationfor polyhomogeneous symbols, where the scalingsin xn and yn lead to shifts in the indices. Furtherdetails in [G010].Remark 3.9. To motivate the scaling in xnin the above de�nition of parameter-dependentboundary symbols, consider the symbol-kernel inthe basic Example 3.4, ~k(xn; �0; �) = e�j(�0;�)jxn .Setting � = 1z , we �nd for ~k(xn; �0; 1z ) =e� 1z hz�0ixn (cf. (60)), by use of the formula (withcj = jje�j)supxn�0xjne�axn = cja�j for a > 0; (68)that supxn�0 j@jz~k(xn; �0; 1z )j behaves like z�j foreach �0. This does not comply with the uni-form estimates in z � 1 required in (62) (withB = L1(R+)). But if we replace xn byzun, we �nd using (68) that the resulting func-tion ~k1(un; �0; z) = ~k(zun; �0; 1z ) = e�hz�0iun hassupun�0 j@jze�unhz�0ij _� h�0ij , j 2 N, which �tswell with (62). (It is easy to check a few steps by



14hand calculation; a systematic proof is given in[G010], Th. 3.2.)On the other hand, because of the scaling, theexample e�[�0]xn (constant in �) does not �t intothe calculus. This is an unpleasant diÆcultyin the applications: �-independent  do's on theboundary Rn�1 are included, but �-independentPoisson, trace and singular Green operators arein general not so; Theorem 2.4 does not extendto these new symbol families.We also remark that the generalization of The-orem 2.5 to the new s.g.o.s is not really conve-nient.It is easy to show that composition of the op-erators in the list (57) leads to other operatorsof these types. The basic step is the compositionwith respect to the variable xn, denoted Æn. Herewe have for example:Proposition 3.10. Let~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(�;S++); (69)~t(x0; xn; �0; �); ~k(x0; xn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(�;S+);and let ~g0, ~t0 and ~k0 be given similarly with m, d,s replaced by m0, d0, and s0. De�nem00 = m+m0; d00 = d+ d0; s00 = s+ s0: (70)Then (suppressing the variables (x0; �0) in the for-mulas)1Æ ~k Æn ~t0 = ~k(xn; �)~t0(yn; �)2 Sm00;d00;s00(�;S++);2Æ ~t Æn ~k0 = Z 10 ~t(xn; �)~k0(xn; �) dxn2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;C);3Æ ~t Æn ~g0 = Z 10 ~t(xn; �)~g0(xn; yn; �) dxn2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;S+);4Æ ~g Æn ~k0 = Z 10 ~g(xn; yn; �)~k0(yn; �) dyn2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;S+);

5Æ ~g Æn ~g0 = Z 10 ~g(xn; zn; �)~g0(zn; yn; �) dzn2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;S++):Here 1Æ is a simple product result. For 2Æ, weuse that, according to (66),jzd��s�1~tj _� h�0im;jzd0��s0�1(1 + hz�0i2u2n)~k0j _� h�0im0 ;with xn = jzjun. Then we have on each ray � =rei� , for j�j � 1:����zd+d0��s�s0�1 Z 10 ~t(xn)~k0(xn) dxn����_� h�0im ����Z 10 zd0��s0~k0(jzjun) z dun����_� h�0im+m0 jz�j Z 10 (1 + hz�0i2u2n)�1dun_� h�0im+m0 ;since jz�j = hz�0i (cf. (60), (61)). A similar pat-tern is found for all the derivatives in x0, �0 andz (using the Leibniz rule inside the integral); thisshows 2Æ. The other results are obtained in es-sentially the same way.Full composition rules in all variables are as in(20) for the tangential variables and as in Propo-sition 3.10 for the normal variable.There is a special mapping that is importantfor trace calculations, namely the application ofthe normal trace trn(trn~g)(x0; �0; �) = Z 10 ~g(x0; xn; xn; �0; �) dxn (71)to a singular Green symbol-kernel ~g of class 0; thisgives the trace of the operator in the xn-variablede�ned by ~g. It is a  do symbol belonging to ourcalculus:Theorem 3.11. Let ~g be a singular Greensymbol-kernel on Rn+:~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s�1(�;S++): (72)



15Then the normal trace of ~g is a  do symbol onRn�1 satisfyingtrn~g(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(�;C): (73)We refer to [G010] for the detailed proof. WhenG = OPG(~g), the  do with symbol trn~g will bedenoted trnG.There are further composition rules, involv-ing also a parameter-dependent pseudodi�eren-tial operator on Rn, truncated to Rn+ and satis-fying a suitable transmission condition at xn = 0taking the parameter into account. The basicproperty needed here is that when Q is a �-dependent  do on Rn, the trace operator T andthe Poisson operator K de�ned byTu = 0Q+u; Kv = r+Q(v(x0)
 Æ(xn)); (74)should have symbols of the type introduced inDe�nition 3.6. This restricts considerably thegenerality of the  do's that are allowed. Re-solvents of di�erential operators, and stronglypolyhomogeneous  do's (with symbols stemmingfrom  do's in one more cotangent variable whichis replaced by �) enter, but  do's that are con-stant in � will in general not be included, sincethey produce �-independent Poisson and traceoperators by (74), cf. Remark 3.9.The precise de�nition of the appropriate trans-mission condition, and the proof of the full com-position rules, make heavy use of the complex for-mulation of the theory and will be omitted here.It is found that when A and A0 are systems ofoperators belonging to the calculus, so is theircomposition A00,AA0 = � P+ +G KT S �� P 0+ +G0 K 0T 0 S0 �= � P 00+ +G00 K 00T 00 S00 � = A00; (75)with resulting symbol classes where the indicesare added and modi�ed like in Proposition 3.10.The operators behave in a standard way un-der coordinate transformations, so they can bede�ned to act on the sections of smooth vectorbundles over smooth compact manifolds X with

boundary X 0. (Suitable noncompact manifoldsmay be included too, cf. e.g. [G96].)Now let us consider trace expansions. When Ais a �-dependent system as in (75), of order m <�n and class 0, going from C1(X;E)�C1(X 0; F )to itself (where E and F are vector bundles overX resp. X 0), thenTrA = TrX(P+ +G) + TrX0S:For TrXP+ and TrX0S we have results as in The-orem 2.9 and Corollary 2.10, based on the theoryfor boundaryless manifolds. But TrXG demandsnew results. It is here that Theorem 3.11 is ex-tremely useful, because it allows us to write, ineach local coordinate patch at the boundary,TrXG = TrX0(trnG):Here trnG is a  do on the boundary, which is it-self a boundaryless manifold, and the symbol oftrnG belongs to the weakly parametric calculusof [GS95], so Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 canbe applied in dimension n� 1 to give a trace ex-pansion for this term. One �nds for example:Theorem 3.12. Let G be a singular Greenoperator of class 0 on X , with polyhomoge-neous symbol-kernel lying in Sm;d;�1(Rn�1 �Rn�1;�;S++) in local coordinates (whereby trnGhas symbol in Sm;d;0(Rn�1;�;C) in local coordi-nates on X 0), holomorphic in �. Assume more-over that the homogeneous terms in the symbolof trnG lying in Sm�j;d;0 with m � j � �n areintegrable in �0. Then G is trace-class, and thetrace of G has an asymptotic expansionTrG � 1Xj=0 cj�m+d+n�1�j+ 1Xk=0(c0k log�+ c00k)�d�k (76)for � ! 1 in closed subsectors of �. The coeÆ-cients cj and c0k are determined from the homo-geneous terms in the symbol.The use of trn here replaces the circular per-mutation used in a special case in (44).



16This calculus covers all cases connected withDirac operators, and also much more generalcases, where the singular Green operators are not�nite sums of products of particular Poisson andtrace operators. The calculus is used in [G0100].It should be noted that the \interior"  do's Pallowed in this calculus are not nearly as generalas for example those considered in [G96] (sincemost �-independent operators do not �t in). Thisdoes not exclude that an expansion like (76) canhold for other operators, since what we reallyneed in order to show this is that we get a  doin the weakly parametric calculus of [GS95] or[GH01] after performing the reduction to X 0 (theapplication of trn).In the last section we shall consider a casewith somewhat di�erent ingredients: There isa �-independent interior  do involved, but theparameter-dependence occurs in a factor whichis a very nice operator having a rational symbolwith full control over the poles: the resolvent of aDirichlet Laplacian. In this case it is possible tomake a full analysis of trace formulas by residuecalculus and use of special functions.3.3. The non-commutative residueWodzicki introduced in [W84] a trace func-tional (a linear functional vanishing on commu-tators) for the algebra of classical  do's S ona compact manifold, called the non-commutativeresidue res(S), and identi�ed it with the residueat zero in the trace expansion of SA�s:res(S) = ordA � Ress=0Tr(SA�s); (77)here A is an auxiliary elliptic operator. In the cor-responding formulation for the iterated resolventS(A � �I)�N , res(S) is the �rst log-coeÆcientc00 in the trace expansion (31) (up to a universalfactor). Wodzicki also describes res(S) by an in-tegral formula in terms of the symbol of S. Seealso Guillemin [Gu85].For operators P+ + G in the Boutet de Mon-vel calculus, a similar trace functional was intro-duced by Fedosov, Golse, Leichtnam and Schrohe[FGLS96], de�ned by an integral formula in termsof the symbols of P and G. However, this wasnot shown to be a residue as in (77), nor a log-coeÆcient in a resolvent trace, simply because

such trace formulas were not suÆciently devel-oped for the Boutet de Monvel calculus.In a joint work with Schrohe [GS01] we haveattacked this problem. It is interesting that inthis case it is a log-term one is after, whereas thelog-terms may seem to be something of a nuisancein the previous cases.We consider the product(P+ +G)(P1;D � �I)�N ;where P1;D stands for the Dirichlet realization ofa strongly elliptic second-order di�erential opera-tor P1 with scalar principal symbol near X 0. Thecalculus of [G010] is not helpful, since it does notallow general interior parameter-independent fac-tors. We use instead that Q� = (P1 � �I)�1 hasa symbol at X 0 consisting of rational functions of�n with a pole i�+(x0; �0; �) with positive imagi-nary part and a pole �i��(x0; �0; �) with negativeimaginary part, where �+ and �� behave nicelyas functions of (�0; �), � = (��) 12 .This is coupled with Laguerre expansions of thesymbols of P and G, which break the composedsymbols up in small pieces that can be treated byresidue calculus and summed up afterwards. TheLaguerre expansions used here are expansions inthe following orthogonal basis of H+ (cf. (49)):'̂0k(�n; �) = (� � i�n)k(� + i�n)k+1 ; k 2 N; � = h�0i;and the corresponding orthogonal basis of e+S+:'0k(xn; �) = H(xn)(� � @xn)k(xkne��xn)=k!;where H(xn) = 1R+ .(One might think that the composition of a�-independent operator with a �-dependent op-erator could in general be handled by expan-sion of the former symbol in Laguerre functions'̂0k(�n; h�0i) and the latter symbol in Laguerrefunctions '̂0k(�n; h(�0; �)i), but this gives severeproblems with the convergence of the resultingseries.)We show in [GS01] that the normal trace ofeach piece belongs to the calculus of [GS95], hencede�nes an operator with a trace expansion as inCorollary 2.10, and moreover, that these trace ex-pansions sum up to a similar trace expansion of



17the full operator. Keeping a special check of the�rst log-coeÆcient c00, we show that it does in-deed satisfy the integral formula of [FGLS96] forres(P+ +G).4. Concluding remarksAfter having recalled the de�nition and basicproperties of pseudodi�erential operators ( do's)on Rn, we explained the special problems con-nected with parameter-dependent  do's such asthe resolvent, and we introduced a symbol calcu-lus for �-dependent operators that allows show-ing complete trace expansions (for operators oncompact manifolds) in powers �� and logarith-mic terms �� log�. Heat trace expansions arelikewise obtained, as well as the pole structureof zeta functions. An improved calculus allowstreatment of complex powers of resolvents too.We have moreover explained a similar theoryfor operators on manifolds with boundary, in par-ticular Dirac operators with spectral boundaryconditions. New results on the vanishing or thestability of the logarithmic terms were presented,and we ended up by showing how the noncom-mutative residue of a pseudodi�erential boundaryoperator enters as a log-coeÆcient.REFERENCES[APS75]M.F. Atiyah, V.K. Patodi and I.M.Singer, Spectral asymmetry and Riemanniangeometry, I, Math. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 77(1975) 43{69.[A90] I.G. Avramidi, The covariant technique forthe calculation of the heat kernel asymptoticexpansion, Phys. Lett. B238 (1990) 92{97.[BW93] B. Booss{Bavnbek and K.P. Wojcie-chowski, Elliptic Boundary Problems forDirac Operators, Birkh�auser, Boston, 1993.[BM71] L. Boutet de Monvel, Boundary problemsfor pseudo-di�erential operators, Acta Math.126 (1971) 11{51.[BG90] T.P. Branson and P.B. Gilkey, Theasymptotics of the Laplacian on a manifoldwith boundary, Commun. Part. Di�. Eq. 15(1990) 245{272.[BL99] J. Br�uning and M. Lesch, On the eta-
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